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Abstract:
This paper reviews the English language isolated words databases which are collected from native and non - native
speakers of English language throughout the world. It also reports the various methods that are used in English
speech recognition system. The second part of the paper discusses the design and development of English isolated
speech database. The data base contains the English language isolated spoken words corpuses which were recorded
through PRAAT software from 20 regional Non –native speaker of English language including males and females
from Marathwada region of Maharashtra state in India.
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1. Introduction
English language is used in an education, business and science [1]. So, it has global demand. The English speech
recognition is also become a popular and active area of research [2]. The speech recognition is used to translate the
words spoken by humans so as to make them computer recognizable [3]. The recognition usually involves the extraction of patterns from digitized speech samples and representing them using an appropriate data model [4]. Most of the
speech-recognition systems are classified as isolated or continuous speech. Isolated words recognition requires a brief
pause between each spoken word, whereas continuous
speech recognition does not. So that continuous speech
recognition is very difficult. It can be further classified as
speaker- dependent and independent. These patterns are subsequently compared to each other using mathematical operation to determine their contents [5]. The main challenges in
speech recognition involve modeling the variation of the
same word as spoken by different native and non native
speakers of English language. The recognition rate is also
varied in speaking styles, accents, regional and social dialects, gender, voice patterns etc. The paper is organized as
follows. Section 2 describes the history of English language.
The section 3 explains the speech database from non-native
Speaker of English language. Section 4 describes the speech
features used to study the English language. Different future
extraction techniques are presented in section 5. Finally,
section 6 and 7 give development of speech corpus database
from non – native speakers of English.

2. English Language
English is a Germanic language which belongs to the IndEuropean languages. The question of the original home of
the Ind-Europeans has been much debated, but nowadays
most scholars agree that the original group of people that
spoke Porto-Ind-European, the language which would later
split into a number of branches, including the Germanic
branch, live somewhere between the Black Sea and the Caspian Sea some 6000 years ago[6]. Most scholars believe that
this population then expanded eastward, westward and
northward thereby came to inhabit most of Europe and parts
of Western Asia.

2.1 Accents
Accent is one of the most important characteristic of
speakers. It is manner of pronunciation of a language. In
case of the speakers are non native, carry the intonation
phonological process and pronounces rules from their
mother tongue in their English speech [7]. The word is used
in two different senses. The way, accent refers to importance
given to a language unit, usually by the use of pitch. For
example, in the word ‘potato’ the middle syllable is the most
salient; if you say the word on its own you will probably
produce a fall in pitch on the middle language unit, making
that syllable accented. In this sense, accent is distinguished
from the more general term stress, which is more often used
to refer to all sorts of importance or to refer to the effort
made by the speaker in producing a stressed language unit.
And second, accent also refers to a particular way of
pronouncing for example, you might find a number of
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English speakers who all share the same grammar and
vocabulary, but pronounce what they say with different
accents such as European country [8].

2.2 English Phonetics
A fundamental distinctive unit of a language is a phoneme.
Different languages contain different phoneme sets. Syllables contain one or more phonemes, while words are formed
with one or more syllables, concatenated to form phrases
and sentences. One broad phoneme classification for English
is in terms of vowels, consonants, diphthongs, and semi
vowels. Phonetics is the scientific study of speech. The central concerns in phonetics are the discovery of how speech
sounds are produced, how they are used in spoken language,
how we can record speech sounds with written symbols and
how we hear and recognize different sounds[9][10].

3. Speech Database
Agnes Stephenson et at. Have presented a paper in which
they compared the performance of English language learners
(Non-Native of English speakers) and native speakers of
English on the basis of scores of an English language proficiency test. The experiments were conducted on 200 students. Random samples were collected from theses students.
It is found that the primary and elementary test level of Stanford English learning proficiency was not reliable according
to discriminate analysis method [11]. Yemi olagbaj et at.
Have collected the speech samples from ten Mandarin and
ten Hindi speakers from the University of Bridgeport without having speech and hearing problem, to study formant
frequencies in speech. All speakers were age of matched
with the rage of 22 -25 years. They were given eleventh
words of English the speech corpus to pronounce [12]. Laura
and Tokyoite collected the sample from 12 native speakers
of Japanese; all of them had lived in the United States for
less than 1 year. All had studied English for a minimum 8
years in Japan. The all speakers were, between the age of 20
and 40, and educated. The recording was done in a quiet
room with close talking microphone. They had been given
reading tasks. The first task consisted of transcriptions of
utterance produced by native and non – native speakers. The
database was used to study the linguistic properties of non
native speech [13]. Qingqing Zhang et at. Have also developed database from Non English speakers. All the data were
recorded and digitized at 16 KHz sampling rate 16 bits resolutions. The data base was developed to study different variations of non –native pronunciations variations of English
language [14]. Bishnu Prasad Das and Ranjan Parekh have
designed and developed the data set consists of 280 speech
samples recorded by 28 speakers each uttering the name of
10 digits, from 0 to 9, in English. Out of 28 speakers 14
were male and 14 female. The speech samples are recorded
directly over microphone in a controlled environment. All

the audio signals are stored in the WAV format with sample
rate of 22050 Hz, bit rate of 16 bits and in mono format.
They have used different features extraction techniques to
study the accent and phonology of English isolated spoken
words [15]. Tanjin Taher Tomal and Abu Hasnat have developed the system for recognition of English language for
Bengali regional speakers. The accents of English have been
examined both from the orientation of native and non Native
of language. Various research results show that non-native
speakers of English language produce certain speech identifying which are special in native speakers’ speech. This is
because non-native speakers do not produce the same tongue
movement as native speakers. Here, they have detected a
different speech diagnostic in which two acoustic features
i.e. pitch and formants have been utilized to develop the
steelmaker – independent and stands on template based approach.

4. Speech Feature
4.1. Pitch
Pitch refers to the sensed fundamental frequency of complex
speech signal. It is produced due to the vibration of the vocal
folds. It depends on the tension of the vocal folds and the
sub speech organ air pressure when speech is generated.
Pitch in human voice is dependent on the length and thickness of the vocal cord as well as the tightening and relaxation of the muscles surrounding them [16]. Since women
possess shorter vocal cord than that of the men, they generally have higher pitch value than men do. Hence, pitchcontour of an utterance is very useful for gender identification.

4.2. Formants
The term Formant [17] [18] [19] refers to peaks in the harmonic spectrum of a complex sound. In speech science and
phonetics, formants are referred to acoustic resonance of a
human vocal tract. The spectrum of a speech signal may
consist of several formants, but the first three have great
significance in speech recognition. Formants are estimated
mainly when pronouncing a vowel, because recognition of
vowels based on them, is easier and gives better result. These formants are quite similar for the same vowel different fundamental frequencies, enabling it to be recognized regardless
of the pitch. In contrast, they are completely different for
dissimilar vowel sounds. Hence, words containing dissimilar
vowel sounds can be easily detected based on the difference
of formant values.
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4.1 Mel Frequency Cepstral Coefficients (MFCC)
The speech signal is often assumed to be the output of a system. It is the convectional of the output and in pulse response. The most useful information for phone detection is
filters i.e. exact position and shape of vocal tract. The separate source of filter efficient mathematical way is spectrum.
The cepstrum is defined as the Descript Fourier Transform
(DFT) of the log magnitude of DFT of signal. The cepstral
coefficients have the extremely useful property that the variance of different coefficient tends to be uncorrelated. The
first step in MFCC feature extraction [20] [21] [22] [23] is to
boost the amount of energy in the high frequencies. It turns
out that if we look at the spectrum for voice segment like
vowels. There is more energy at the lower frequencies than
the higher frequencies. This drop in energy across frequencies which is called spectral tilt is caused by nature of the
glottal pulse

5. Feature Extraction Techniques
5.1 Hidden Markov Model
A Hidden Markov Model [24] [25] [26] (HMM) is a type of
random model appropriate for non stationary random sequences, with statistical properties that undergo distinct random transitions among a set of different stationary processes. The HMMs are suitable for the classification from one or
two dimensional signals and can be used when the information is incomplete or uncertain. To use a HMM, need a
training phase and a test phase.

5.2 Dynamic Time Warping (DTW)
Method
DTW [27] [28] algorithm is most important algorithmic in
speech recognition. For different speech samples of given
word will have somewhat different durations in time series.
This problem can be eliminated by simply normalizing the
templates and the unknown speech so that they all have an
equal duration in time series. Another problem is that the
optimal alignment between a template and the speech sample may be nonlinear. DTW is an efficient method for finding this optimal nonlinear alignment. DTW is an instant of
general class of algorithm known as dynamic programming.
Its time and space complexity is merely linear in the duration of the speech sample and vocabulary size. The algorithm make single pass through a matrix of frame scores
while computing locally optimize segment of the global
alignment path.

5.3 Linear Predictive Coding (LPC)

LPC [29] [30] is tool used for analysis of speech signals. In
speech coding, the success of LPC have been explained by
the fact that all pole model is a reasonable approximation for
transfer function of vocal tract. All pole model is also appropriate in them of human hearing, because the ear is more
sensitive to spectral peaks than spectral valley, Hence an all
pole model is useful not only because it may be physical
model for signal. The advantages of LPC are that the way in
which LPC is applied to the analysis of speech signal leads a
reasonable source vocal Tract separation and LPC is analytically tractable model.

6. Development of Speech Corpus
form Non native speaker of English
Language
For development of a Speech database, the basic requirement is the grammatically correct Text corpus which would
be recorded from various speakers. The text corpus should
be correct in terms of composition and grammar.

6.1. Speaker Selection
All the speakers were the college students, including 10
males and 10 females between the age groups of 18 to 25
from Aurangabad city of Maharashtra state. They were given some English words to pronounce. Before that, they were
trained and comfortable with speaking the English language
with datasets.

6.2. Data Collection:

The isolated English
words were recorded through normal microphone. The isolated words were selected as a dataset which are frequently
used in communication. The ‘PRAAT’ software was used
for recording database with the sampling rate of 44 kHz and
16 bit. Each sample was recorded ten times. The distance
between mouth and microphone was adjusted nearly 30 cm.
The recorded data were stored in WAV file format, the corpus details is shown in table 1. Recording was done in noisy
environment.
Table 1: English corpus collected from Regional people
Sr.
No
1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Set of
words
Hello
Please
Help
Okay
Come
By
Yes

Occurrences
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Male
Speakers
10
10
10
10
10
10
10

Female
Speakers
10
10
10
10
10
10
10
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8
9
10

Sad
Happy
New

10
10
10

Total Number of Words

10
10
10
1000

10
10
10
1000
2000

7. Conclusion:
Initially, we have studied the basic of English language and
different accents and phonology, and have reviewed the literature of different databases which are collected from various non - native speakers of English. We have also explained the development of corpus spoken by Marathi
speakers from Marathwada region of Maharashtra state. The
recorded corpus will be used to study of phonetics and accents of native and non native speakers of English. The third
phase of this paper we have study the recognition of English
isolated word technique like DTW and HMM, also some
method we have discuses for feature extraction. This complete paper shows the ideas regarding the database collection
and method used for feature extraction and recognition. Our
futures work is to recognize the English isolated word and
find out the variation between native and non -native speaker.
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